
It’s a Risky World Out There!

Darrow Milgrim, Trip Thomas & Mike Harding
The information provided in this presentation is intended for general informational purposes only and should not be 

considered as all encompassing, or suitable for all situations, conditions, and environments. Please contact us or your 
attorney if you have  any questions.



Did You Know?



Utilizing Risk Management to Help Enrich 
Lives Through Camping Experiences

“…enriching the lives of children, youth and adults through the camp experience.”
Mission of the American Camp Association

The Business of your Camp: 
– Is to keep your camp in business
– By providing those enriching experiences that differentiate YOUR camp
– WITHOUT any “derailments” that detract from those enrichments
– Resulting in a seamless, high quality, enjoyable experience.

Embracing Risk Management can help you succeed in this!

Risk Management should be integral to YOUR business of camp!
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What worries you 
about your camp?

What keeps you awake at night?
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– Today, more than ever before …
– PUBLIC SCRUTINY is the norm!
– Every move we make (nearly) is being scrutinized.

– Often by others – that have NO vested interested in 
what you do or what you’re trying to accomplish.

– Social media is “overflowing” with examples!
– Watchdog organizations are ready to call attention to your 

“misstep(s)”.
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Today is so different than before



Are You Reactive or Proactive?

How do YOU go about protecting what you and so many others have 
worked so hard to build?

Do you
React after the fact?

Or do you
Look ahead to identify those perils

That endanger
All that your camp entails?
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Risk Champion? Hazard Identifier?



So what is it you want to protect?

RESOURCES at RISK
What is your most 
important resource?
– Staff
– Those that you serve
– Volunteers
– Reputation
– Property
– Financial 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when we talk about protecting “stuff” – what are the valuable assets of your Nonprofit that you want to protect? (ASK GROUP FOR INPUT)I think we would all agree that there are many, but among them are:Your staffThose that you serveYour volunteersYour reputation…and your property – your “stuff” and facility(ies)



… and more resources at risk

– Loss of Confidence in Leadership
– Loss of Support
– Clients
– Community
– Donors & Grant Resources
– Detraction from achievement of mission
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Like a fine-tuned machine

– All of your assets must work together
– Your community expects you to achieve your mission.
– Mission stewardship becomes increasingly more important!
– AND the question now becomes:
– “Are you adequately safeguarding your (valuable) camp 

assets against:
– Those familiar risks?
– Those not-so familiar risks?”
– Those “demons” that could derail your Mission?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, here's the deal…As you become more establishedYour community EXPECTS you to be effective.They expect you to achieve your missions.And in order to do that, all of those assets we listed earlier MUST seamlessly work together.Not only THAT, but while you’re accomplishing your mission you must ALSO safeguard those assets of your camp against those “Dangerous Demons”	- those familiar risks	- AND those not so familiar risks that could detrimentally impact your camp and all the good that is does.



Are you Strategic in Your Stewardship?

DO YOU:
– Make Decisions That Support Your Camp’s Mission?
– Plan ahead and in Detail?
– Evaluate Potential Risks and Hazards?
– Plan for Emergencies and Contingencies?
– Understand Your Camp’s Limitations and Have the Courage

– And willingness to just say, “No” or “Wait?
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What is Risk Management ?

Simply stated, managing risk is developing a practical plan to 
identify, deal with and minimize the adverse effects of the 

unexpected on your camp, if or when it happens.

Risk Management is about forward planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply stated, risk management is a discipline for dealing with uncertainty. It provides strategies, techniques, and an approach to recognizing and confronting any threat faced by an organization in fulfilling its mission. Risk Management can be very complex – but it doesn’t have to be to start. It is very easy to start by considering some fundamental considerations.Every organization can start with a simple, easy to follow plan that can manage and mitigate their business’s risks. If needed, they can expand from there. YOU MIGHT BEGIN MANAGING RISK BY LOOKING FOR THE THINGS THAT COULD GO WRONG – i.e., SOMEONE COULD SLIP ON A WET FLOOR IN YOUR PREMISIS OR GET BURNT WHILE DEALING WITH THE BARBEQUE AT YOUR FUNDRAISINE EVENT. You can then find ways to reduce the chances of them happening and/or their impact if they do.THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF RISK MANAGEMENT.



Risk Management Strategies You Can Use 
to Manage Risks

There are five ways to deal with any given risk:
1. Reduce it (i.e. with controls)
2. Ignore it
3. Eliminate it
4. Transfer it (with insurance as an example)
5. Accept it 
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To look forward, look inward and ask:

1. What can go wrong ?
2. What are you concerned about ?
3. What will you do to prevent harm from occurring ?
4. What will you do to lessen the worry?
5. How will you finance that? 
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Getting started  - in a practical way
– 1. Create a working group –

– include representatives with different job responsibilities 
– 2. Brainstorm events and scenarios

– that could create risks for your camp
– 3. Rank the risks by likelihood and impact.

– Absolute precision is not necessary (Scale of 1 to 10, Risk Matrix)
– 4. Now for controls and solutions: 

– List existing controls already in place, new ones needed. How will you 
address this challenge?

– 5. Select an appropriate point person
– Who will be responsible for championing each high-priority control?

– 6. Establish a way to measure results 
– How will you know how you are doing? 
– Keep it simple. Show progress.  Communicate your progress.
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Risk Matrix

Source: project-risk-manager.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk should be routinely examined and evaluated.

https://www.project-risk-manager.com/blog/risk-matrix-sizing/


Are You Aware of These Risks?
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So How Did You Do?



Knowledge in Motion

– What does it take to run your camp?
– Picture it.
– All the knowledge and things your camp involves and runs on!

– Where is it?
– Who maintains it?
– Is it accessible?
– Where is it vulnerable?

– Think about 4 or 5 work-related things you know.
– Which has the highest value?
– Where is it stored?
– If you were to leave camp, would other people be able to find it?
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Threats to a knowledge base

– Out of sight – out of mind
– Undocumented process / procedure (it’s in my head)
– Internal moves – lateral, vertical and geographical
– Rising number of short duration employees
– New undertakings – successful or not – without debriefs afterwards

“We are transitioning to a time when we are always in transition”
(John Seely Brown)

Are you a learning organization?
– Do you know what those in “your path” know?
– Is there conscious attention to what’s being learned?
– Are there routine capture activities? (Is it in writing?)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staffing is the heart of your camp!How will you back up key positions?	(Cross-train and job-rotate for key positions)Ask yourself:What positions should be “red-flagged” for backup plans?How will we backup staff that are suddenly unavailable?Do I need to maintain a minimum staff to client ratio?How does my backup plan cover that ratio?Is my staff all cross-trained to handle emergencies?Is the financial staff cross-trained so that checks and balances for handling money are in place?Has your agent / broker reviewed your plan to see if some policies might be able to boost your protection?



Emergency Preparedness 
The New Normal
Don’t get caught with your pants plans down.
You are expected to be prepared!
– NOW is the time (pre-season) to:

– Identify potential emergencies
– Establish site-specific plans to deal with these.

– Are you prepared for:
– Storms, Quakes, Wildfires, Floods
– Power outages, Compromised drinking water, Train derailment, Chemical 

issue
– Other local risks
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Source: https://www.acacamps.org/resource-library/campline/emergency-preparedness



Emergency questions to consider

– What immediate action should be taken to protect campers / staff?
– Who, if anyone should be called?
– What is the potential impact?
– What follow-up action is necessary?
– What communication strategy is in place?

The ACA website has numerous resources to help you with emergencies.
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Source: https://www.acacamps.org/resource-library/campline/emergency-preparedness



Camp Security

Is your camp on “full alert” against the rise in threats / violence against youth?
Some considerations for you – have you:
– Accessed you susceptibility to kidnapping, terrorism and other dangers?
– Objectively looked at your land & location?
– Designed a protocol for handling visitors?
– Develop protocols for the acceptance and transfer of luggage, mail, and other 

parcels?
– Assessed the quality of security & control present at your facility – especially in 

the evening?
– Coordinated with local support systems?
– Communicated with parents – to help them feel confident?
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Source: https://www.acacamps.org/resource-library/camp-security



And How About Your Property?



When did you last do a Facility Risk Assessment? 
Common Facility Risk Exposures Include:
– Exteriors

– Walks, steps, lawns, trees & shrubs, lighting
– Parking lots

– Traffic flow, security, lighting, cameras, pedestrians, weather
– Roof Concerns

– Drains, gutters, downspouts, HVAC, age, flashing, access, age
– Entries, Halls and Passageways

– Weather, slip & fall, lighting, security, stairwells, egress
– Offices

– Egress, ergonomics, storage, trips & falls, security, cyber risks
– Utility & Storage

– Chemicals, other hazards, fire prevention, storage, age
– Special Spaces

– Fitness, gymnasiums, playground areas, more?
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Contracts

– Establish a Contracting Policy
– Who has Authority to Sign Contracts
– Model Form for Routine Contracts
– Storage/Retention for Contracts

– Educate Team on Camp Contract Policy

– Perform Contract Reviews
– Involve Legal Counsel for Significant/Unusual Contracts
– Run Insurance Provisions by Broker

– What to look for in Certificate of Insurance
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Cyber & Technology Issues

– Cyber Threats are Everywhere – We’re All at Risk
– Examples: Cyber Extortion, Breach of Personally Identifiable Information, Data 

Restoration Costs, Resulting Business Interruption Losses

– What You Can Do
– Perform Self-Audit of IT Infrastructure & 

Processes (Self-Help Guides Available)
– Establish “Positive Pay” Process to Prevent 

Social Engineering Losses
– “It’s your boss!  Please wire $50,000 

to our new vendor ASAP!”
– Consider Purchasing Cyber Liability Insurance
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Wildfires

– Be Proactive
– Know Your Surrounding Vegetation

– Is It Highly Flammable?
– Palms, Eucalyptus, Chaparral Burn Particularly Combustible

– Maintain Adequate Defensible Space
– Get to Know Your Local Fire Department, And Let Them Know Your Camp!
– Maintain Up-to-Date Evacuation Plans

– Roles/Responsibilities
– Ingress/Egress/Transportation Routes
– Family Reunification

– Develop Business Continuity Plan
– Alternate Sites/Facilities
– Fire Restoration Services
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Sexual Harassment, 
Abuse & Prevention



Markel Confidential

It shouldn’t hurt to be involved with 
others …
• Generally an escalating pattern
• Involves unwanted interaction or (sexual) contact for the pleasure of another 

(VARIETY OF DEFINITIONS – YOU KNOW IT!)
• Widespread - National Center on Child Abuse reports:

• 1 out of every 3 girls
• 1 out of every 5 boys
• Are victims of some form by age 18

• All social, economic & racial strata are susceptible
• Often the offender is a person in a position of trust
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What Can YOU DO? 

ARE YOU TAKING THESE STEPS?
– Screening and Selecting Employees & Volunteers
– Guidelines on Interactions Between Individuals
– Monitor Behaviors
– Ensure Safe Environments
– Responding to Inappropriate Behavior, Breaches in Policy and 

Allegations and Suspicions of Sexual Abuse
– Educational Programs – Training about Sexual Abuse Prevention

– How STRONG is YOUR message?
– Use tough language (“You WILL go to jail – we will help you go to jail!”)
– Okay to be a “snitch” – establish comfort level to come forward

– Parents look to YOU to see this does NOT happen!
Source: CDC – Preventing Child Sexual Abuse within Youth-serving Organizations



Hiring & Employment Policies

• People are your most precious asset
• A common area of great risk for camps
• Establish consistent & fair hiring & employment practices
• Should reflect the interests of clients served

– (especially when vulnerable clients are served)

• Consistently applied
• Meet applicable regulations
• Reviewed by Legal / HR counsel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People are the heart and soul of your (camp) organization. They represent the talent, commitment, and community that your organization serves. (The people assets in your organization include staff, volunteers, clients, board members, and donors.) Each person is a unique individual with a unique set of skills. In a very real sense, each is irreplaceable. Unlike damage to property or loss of income, injuries sustained by your people may never be fully repaired. (camps are in the business of helping people not hurting them. It is clear then, that people are our most precious assets.)Employment (and volunteer) policies are an area of great risk for most organizations (especially when those organizations deal with children and other vulnerable clients). Legal issues related to wrongful termination, discrimination, etc., can use up a lot of financial resources and damage the organizations reputation.Consistent and fair practices should be established (and reviewed by legal / HR counsel) and followed for hiring and employment practices and policies. They should be applied consistently across the organization. They should reflect the best interests of the clients and the services provided (especially when vulnerable clients are involved – such as children, seniors or developmentally delayed individuals). Practices and policies should meet any applicable regulations (or mandates from accrediting bodies or funders).Annual performance reviews should be performed and documented along with frank discussions throughout the year on job performance.



Questions you might ask regarding your 
employment policies & procedures:

1. Are they clear & concise?
2. Do they apply equally throughout camp?
3. How are they communicated?
4. Do we promote consistency?
5. Are our managers trained to apply policies?
6. How is hiring done?
7. Screening & background checks for everyone?
8. What are our background checking policies?
9. Policies consistent with regulations & mandates?
10. What are our termination policies?
11. Are terminations policies uniformly applied?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions to ask regarding these policies and procedures might include:Are they clear and concise?Do they apply equally through (out) the organization so there is no discrimination?How are they communicated?Does the organization promote consistency?How are managers trained to apply the policies?How is hiring done?Is screening or other background checking procedures completed for everyone?What are the background checking policies?Are policies consistent with regulations and mandates affecting your organization?What are termination policies?Are termination policies uniformly applied to decrease the risk of getting sued for some sort of neglectful practice?Even in the most rigorous organizations employment issues arise. Find out how these issues come up and what particular challenges exist regarding employment. What can (and will) be done to reduce or avoid them?A mindset where leaders TRUST othersDecentralizing power within the organization to the lowest level possibleIntentional mentoring and training supportCreating an environment of fairness and caring for staff, volunteers and clients“I think people want to be magnificent. It is the job of the leader to bring out the magnificence in people and to create an environment where they feel safe and supported and ready to do the best job possible in accomplishing key goals…Ken Blanchard�Situational Leadership® II, The Article. 2001 



Volunteers

– Volunteers expose your camp to risk.
– Policies & procedures must be adapted for Volunteers. 
– Check with legal on state regulations
– Generally Volunteer policies = “lite” versions of employee’s
– Volunteers (also) need to be:

– Selected
– Screened
– Oriented
– Trained for their tasks
– Evaluated on their performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Though they are not employees, volunteers also expose organizations to risk. Just as policies and practices are adopted for employees, so must policies and practices be adapted for volunteers. States vary in their regulations regarding the liabilities an organization faces for their volunteers and the protections each organization must provide. Generally speaking, the policies and procedures for volunteers should at least be “light” versions of the company’s employment policies. Like employees, they need to be:SelectedScreenedHow is the information they provided verified?How are licenses confirmed?OrientedTrained to their tasksThey also need performance evaluations and the opportunity to provide feedback to the organization. At times, volunteers even need to be “let go” when their performance does meet the needs of the organization.Other questions to ask (and answer) regarding volunteers:



Questions you might ask regarding volunteers

1. How will volunteers be used?
2. Have they been properly trained?
3. How many will have direct contact with clients?
4. To what degree will they have contact with clients?
5. What happens if a volunteer is injured?
6. What rights will a volunteer have when they feel they have 

been treated unfairly?
7. Will volunteers be allowed to drive company vehicles?
8. Will volunteers be required to drive their own vehicles?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUESTIONS . . .How will volunteers be used within the organization?How many will have direct contact with clients?To what degree will they have direct contact?What happens if a volunteer is injured at our workplace?What rights will a volunteer have when they feel they have been treated unfairly?Will volunteers be allowed to drive company vehicles?]Each organization needs procedures for handling employee (and volunteer) complaints without real or apparent retaliation – even when the claims are unfounded. Each company should have a “whistleblower” policy in which staff can come forth and bring concerns without fear of retaliation. The message that employees may safely report suspected problems needs to come from the very top and include an explanation of the safeguards in place to support such reporting.



Staff, Client & Visitor Safety

– Determine risks faced by: - >>>>
– Risks may include:
– Workplace violence
– Community (unsafe area)
– Emergency preparedness
– Occupational (i.e. slips & falls)
– Vulnerable clients (children, elderly)
– Infection control or other medical risks

Staff
Visitors
Clients
Children

Community Served

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safety should obviously be within the realm of risk management. Each organization should determine the general types of risks faced by:EmployeesVisitorsClientsThe community served by the organizationThese risks vary greatly from one organization to another but may include:Workplace violenceRisks in the community (if it is an unsafe community)Emergency preparednessOccupational risks such as slips and falls – and other accidentsChemical risksInfection control and other medical risks



Questions you might ask regarding safety

1. How frequently do safety incidents arise?
2. How will our management deal with them?
3. Who is responsible for mitigation efforts?
4. What costs are associated with each event?
5. What costs are associated with initiatives to mitigate 

them?
6. What safety & legal regulations are applicable? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each organization should have a methodical understanding of the typical risks being faced and further ask:How frequently do safety incident arise?How will our management deal with them?Who is responsible for any mitigation efforts?What costs are associated with the actual events?What costs are associated with the initiatives to mitigate them?What safety and legal regulations are applicable to my organization?OSHAUnions[Funder contracts]Organizations that serve vulnerable clients should give safety procedures special consideration. Written protocols should be developed, communicated and available to all staff. Any actual or potential abuse requires a uniform, consistent protocol applied for reporting that is consistent with federal and state laws.



Happened more than once (from claims submitted to Markel)

– Slips and Falls 58%
– Theft 44%
– Sexual Abuse 12%

Inappropriate Supervision
– Vehicle related 43%



Even if it happened only once . . .
LESSONS LEARNED?
– What can be done to avoid similar accidents in the future?
– Rereading and following manufacturer warnings?
– Confirming operating rules from equipment manuals?
– Ensuring thorough training for:

– Individuals new to equipment
– Individuals that rarely use the equipment

– Clarity on what each particular job / task entails?
– Proper assignment of individual tasks?
– Is all training documented?
– Are individuals properly supervised?
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Aquatics

Is your aquatics staff ready for summer?
(Includes not only lifeguards but those with specific skills (canoe, sailing, etc.)
– Have you verified their skills? Can they perform the skills required of them?

– Should include:
– The appropriate environment (pool vs. lake vs. river, etc.)
– Demonstration of the skills they are expected to perform
– Check of skills required to receive certification

– In-service training
– Are they ready to respond to emergencies at a moments notice?
– Keeping needed skills “fresh” to respond to those emergencies? (4 hr./ mo)

– Physical training
– Skills training
– Timing 20-minutes training at a time
– Recognition. Recognize them for things they are doing well.
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Driving Exposures

– Driver Selection & Driver Evaluation Process
– Demonstrating Management Support
– Developing Written Policies & Programs
– Orientation, On-boarding & Training Programs
– Focus on Managing Driver Safety
– Managing Hired & Non-Owned Exposures
– Managing Volunteer Exposures
– Process for Incident Reporting
– Remaining Cognizant of Vehicle “type” Exposures
– Protocols for Inspections & Maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fleet & driver exposures are the MOST FREQUENT type of claim that we see at Markel. About 40% of all the claims we see are vehicle related – 40%!!!And those claims account for about 25% of ALL claim costs.So you WILL serve your NP well by putting some controls in place to manage this exposure.



Trips out of Camp

– How Are Trips Determined and 
What’s the Approval Process?

– Identifying and Inspecting the Location
– Selection & Preparation of Staff & 

Volunteers Leading the Trip
– Contracts with Outside Providers and 

Vendors & Permits
– Equipment
– Risk Transfer
– Emergency Planning and Crisis Response
– Transportation
– Health & Medical Care
– Evaluations
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Crisis Communication
“When written in Chinese, the word 'crisis' is composed of two characters. One 

represents danger and the other represents opportunity. “
John F. Kennedy

You have many resources available to you from the ACA:
– Crisis Communication Toolkit (download from their website)
– ACA Crisis Hotline

Highlights (from the toolkit) include: https://www.acacamps.org/sites/default/files/resource_library/ACA-Crisis-Communications-Toolkit.pdf

– Designate a crisis communications protocol
– Manage the message and the media
– Understand and prioritize your audience
– Communicate early and often
– Do NOT lie
– Do not ignore the situation
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https://www.azquotes.com/quote/156172?ref=crisis-management


Creating a Culture of Risk Management

“Risk is routinely managed - part of business.”

ROUTINELY EXAMINED
INTEGRATED INTO DAY TO DAY OPERATIONS

JUST PART OF WHAT YOU DO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ultimate goal for your organization regarding risk is to create a culture where risk is routinely examined and managed simply part of the business process. Quality and risk management start at the highest levels of an organization. By operating in a transparent and ethical manner a lot of risks are mitigated by promoting a sense of accountability.



Things Managers Can Do to Help Steward 
your Mission

Start at the Highest Levels!
1. Operate in a transparent & ethical manner 
2. Promote a sense of accountability
3. Build risk management into operations
4. Include risk management in program development
5. Incorporate good control standards
6. Establish ways of monitoring when problems arise
7. Methods to address risks that are beyond threshold

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managers can go far when you:Build the concepts of risk management into program development and operations Incorporate good control standards Establish ways of monitoring when a problem occursIntegrate continuous improvement to address identified problems that threaten quality or expose the organization to risks beyond its thresholdHold regular conversations and ask what management is doing in the context of ethical practices and if transparent risk management decisions are part of day-to-day practicesSet the tone for good practices among employeesAre transparent about making and remedying a mistakeHave an open door policySet a tone where your staff can come forth without fear of retaliationWelcome challenges to decisions when they are brought in the best interest of the organization and your participantsDefine and establish the processes that clarify responsibilities and accountabilities at all levels within your organization.Regularly monitor and report on risk indicators and problems along with promising new practices and comparisons to similar organizations



More things to do

7. Hold regular risk management conversations
8. Set the tone for good practices among staff
9. Have an open door policy
10. Set the tone so your staff can come forth with out fear of 

retaliation
11. Welcome challenges to decisions when they are in the best 

interest of your chapter and your clients
12. Define & establish processes that clarify responsibilities & 

accountabilities among staff
13. Regularly monitor / report on risk indicators, problems & 

promising new practices & comparisons to other camps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creating a culture of risk management also involves understanding that risk management plans should be flexible and reviewed and updated regularly. Business owners and key managers should take some time every 6 to 12 months to review and update their plan to reflect the current conditions of your business – it is a wise investment of your time!This review should include owners, department heads and (if warranted) a risk management specialist / consultant. Many times insurance companies – having an eye on claim trends as they are occurring – will provide hands on advice on mitigating new risks as they come along. During your periodic updates, it would be a good idea to reach out to them for advice and input as well.Having a good grasp of risk management for your business organization will also be important if you plan to raise capital from contributions or from investors. It is essential for getting them comfortable with your ability to understand and effectively manage the risks inherent to your business.Reckless leaders take reckless risks; prudent leaders take calculated risks. Risk management is the “calculator.”Throughout the organization, risk management is everyone’s business. Everyone works together to provide better services by improving quality – which in turn improves risk. Transparent decision making encourages people to feel comfortable by seeking help to improve organizational challenges. Transparent decision making promotes others to see problems as system issues the organization can correct by improving processes. An effective organization that manages risk openly brings employees together to solve problems and improves service. You will know the culture is maturing when all involved in the organization bring together risks and challenges forward eagerly and appreciate efforts to monitor their work and seek in helping making improvements.



Next Steps – Let’s Get This Moving!
1. Develop list of possible risks:

• People
• Property
• Other

2. Prioritize  & Choose Top 5 Risk Concerns
• Or top 2 to 3 from each category

3. Use task group / committee to review these risks
• Key staff, trusted volunteers, insurance professionals
• Effective risk mgmt. can never be just 1 person

4. List steps / actions that can be taken to reduce negative effects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your Risk Management ProgramThe next step is to involve others in your efforts. Remember that an effective risk management program can never be the responsibility of one individual. If you've already engaged a group, task force, or committee in identifying risks and strategies, you're well on your way to implementing a risk management program. Keep in mind that many effective strategies for managing risk in a camp may not require any additional expenditures. Instead, time, attention, and resolve may be all that's needed to increase the safety of vital assets. Give your team a deadline, a date by which you plan to have made significant progress in achieving your risk management goals. Review your progress frequently and set new goals as you achieve the existing ones.As we have seen, risk management need not be a complex and bewildering array of technical terms, actuarial tables, or probability statistics. On the contrary, risk management is, in large part, the application of healthy doses of common sense and sound planning.Remember that the simpler the risk management strategy is, the more likely it is that it will be applied. Yes, there may be items that are not considered in the first iteration of the plan, but at the outset it is more important that your program be comprehensible rather that comprehensive. As you continue to develop and refine your plan, what now seems new and strange will become second nature.As time passes, your plan should become more inclusive as you address more risks in order of their priority. As we stated at the beginning of this tutorial, risk management is a process not a task, therefore it is important to constantly review what you are doing, celebrate your triumphs, and analyze the reasons behind any setbacks. 



About Markel:
Markel Specialty, a division of Markel Corporation, provides innovative insurance solutions for both commercial customers and
individuals. Types of insurance offered include property and casualty, workers compensation, accident, and programs 
featuring industry or risk-specific coverage packages.

About Gallagher:
As one of the world's leading insurance brokers, Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. leverages its expertise – along with a global 
network of partners – to deliver a broad range of commercial insurance and risk management products and solutions to 
clients around the world.

Questions?
For Markel policyholders:

Michael Harding
Senior Loss Control Specialist
Markel Specialty Commercial 
4600 Cox Road
Glen Allen, VA 23060
(804) 527-7627
mharding@markelcorp.com

Gallagher Contacts:

Darrow Milgrim
National Director,
School & Camp Practice
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
505 N. Brand Blvd., Suite 600
Glendale, CA 91203
(818) 539-8668
darrow_milgrim@ajg.com

William S. (Trip) Thomas III
Regional Director, 
School & Camp Practice
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
505 N. Brand Blvd., Suite 600
Glendale, CA 91203
(818) 539-1409
trip_thomas@ajg.com



“Reckless leaders take reckless 
risks; prudent leaders take 

calculated risks. 
Risk Management is the “calculator.”

Kayode Omosebi
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